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Abstract. Microquasars are accreting X-ray binary systems with non-thermal radio jets. In some of these systems the jet is 
expected to be strongly misaligned with the perpendicular to the orbital plane. If the donor star is an early-type star, the jet could 
collide with the stellar wind producing a standing shock between the compact object and the stellar surface. Relativistic particles 
injected by the jet can be re-accelerated and isotropized at the colliding region. If the jet has hadronic content. TeV protons 
will diffuse into the inner, dense wind leading to gamma-ray and neutrino production from interactions with the matter of the 
wind. In the case of very powerful jets, the wind pressure can be overbalanced and the jet might impact directly onto the stellar 
surface. We present estimates of the gamma-ray and neutrino luminosities for different sets of parameters in these scenarios and 
we briefly discuss the effects of this radiation on the donor star and its detectability with current instruments.
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1. Introduction
Microquasars (MQs) are accreting X-ray binary systems that 
have shown persistent or episodic non-thermal jet-like ejec­
tions (Mirabel & Rodríguez 1999). It is believed that a signifi­
cant fraction of all accreting black hole (BH) and neutron star 
(NS) X-ray binaries are likely to exhibit MQ behavior at some 
epoch during their lifetime. Although it is not observationally 
required, the jet axis and the orbital plane of a given MQ sys­
tem are usually assumed to be approximately perpendicular. 
However, Maccarone (2002) has shown that the timescale for 
the BH spin to align with the orbital angular momentum in bi­
nary systems is often longer than the lifetime of the system 
itself. Additionally, tidal effects upon the disk can induce a 
precession which could result in a severe misalignment (e.g. 
Larwood 1998; Kaufman et al. 2002). Precession and strong 
inclination of the jet can also be the result of the radiative warp­
ing of the inner accretion disk (e.g. Wijers & Pringle 1999; 
Ogilvie & Dubus 2001) or might be due to spin-spin inter­
actions (e.g. Bardeen & Petterson 1975; Sarazin et al. 1980). 
Observationally, there exists suggestive evidence for jet mis­
alignments with the normal to the orbital plane in wind-fed 
accreting BHs. For instance, the jet axis lies at no more than 
~35 degrees from the orbital plane in V4641 Sgr (see Butt 
et al. 2003, and references therein). Other systems like SS 433, 
LSI +61 303, and Cygnus X-3 are known to have precessing 
jets (see Katz 1980; Massi et al. 2004; and Mioduszewski et al. 
2001, respectively). Precessing jets have been also suggested 
in the case of Cygnus X-l (Romero et al. 2002).
In this paper we will consider the situation of a misaligned 
MQs with its jet lying close to the binary plane and being pe­
riodically directed straight to the companion star. Such a situ­
ation seems not to be unlikely. Butt et al. (2003), for instance, 
have considered the induced nucleosynthesis that should oc­
cur on the stellar surface as a consequence of the jet impact in 
such systems. Here, we will show that in the case of an early- 
type companion star, the jet, under some conditions, could not 
reach the stellar surface since it is balanced by the strong stel­
lar wind. However, another interesting feature appears: a strong 
shock is formed between the compact object and the star and 
protons injected by the jet can be re-accelerated and isotropized 
there. The most energetic of these protons then diffuse through 
the inner wind producing gamma-rays and neutrinos through 
p + p —> tt" + X and p + p —> n*  + X reaction channels.
On the other hand, very powerful jets can overcome the 
pressure of the wind and directly impact on the star. In such 
a case the jet energy is dissipated through hadronic and elec­
tromagnetic cascades that develop in the stellar atmosphere. 
No continuum gamma-ray source above MeV energies is ex­
pected in this case, but a significant flux of high-energy neu­
trinos goes through the star. In what follows we characterize 
the general physical situation and estimate the gamma-ray and 
neutrino output of these systems, under a variety of condi­
tions. The results will be of interest for current ground-based 
TeV gamma-ray telescopes and future satellites for MeV-GeV
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gamma-ray astronomy, as well as for km-scale neutrino detec­
tors.
The pressure exerted by the stellar wind at a distance r from the 
star is then:
2. Jet-wind interaction
M. v(f)
4/rr2 (5)
In order to make specific calculations we will consider a mis­
aligned MQ with a high-mass companion. The jet axis is as­
sumed, for simplicity, to be parallel to the orbital radius a, and 
pointing toward the massive star of radius A*.  As in Romero 
et al. (2003), we consider an expanding conical jet, i.e. the ra­
dius of the cross-section is Rj(d) = dd/l, where 0 is the open­
ing angle of the jet (in radians), d is the distance from the com­
pact object, and r is the radial coordinate with origin at the 
center of the star (d = a - r). Assuming adiabatic expansion, 
the magnetic field inside the conical jet changes with d as 
B^ = B^{fy, (1)
where do is the distance from the jet’s apex to the compact ob­
ject. We will assume do = 50 Rs, being Rs the gravitational 
radius of the accreting star.
In order to determine the kinetic power of the jet we will 
adopt the jet-disk coupling hypothesis proposed by Falcke & 
Biermann (1995) and applied with success to AGNs, i.e. the 
total jet power scales with the accretion rate as Lj = qjMdiskc2. 
We will assume that relativistic protons provide the dominant 
contribution to the jet power, i.e. Lj « yh0uVpmpr2. where Np 
is the proton injection rate, mp the proton mass, and yhll|k is 
the bulk Lorentz factor of the flow. The presence of relativistic 
hadrons has been inferred from iron X-ray line observations for 
the case of SS433 (e.g. Kotani et al. 1994, 1996; Migliari et al. 
2002). Although direct and clear evidence exists only for this 
source so far, several models assume a hadronic content for the 
jets of some MQs (see Romero 2004, and references therein).
The high-mass companion star loses a significant fraction 
of its mass through a very strong supersonic wind, and then 
the mass transfer occurs mainly through this stellar wind. To 
ensure that there is no Roche lobe overflow the parameters of 
the binary system must satisfy the condition RL > R*,  where 
the Roche radius can be expressed in good approximation as 
RL^a [0.38 + 0.2 log(M*/M co)], (2)
whereas the pressure due to the magnetic field of the star is
Pmag = B(r)2/8/r, (6)
where B(r) = ^B2 + B2. The magnetic field of the star can 
be represented by the standard magnetic rotor model (Weber 
& Davis 1967; White 1985; Larners & Cassinelli 1999): 
B^/Br = (t^/t^Xl + r/R*)  and Br = B^R^/r)2, where 
d* = (0.1-0.2)1)00 is the rotational velocity at the surface of 
the star (Conti & Ebbets 1977), and B*  is the corresponding 
stellar magnetic field.
If the jet propagates with an opening angle 0, at a distance d 
from the compact object the ram pressure of the jet plasma is
for 0.3 < (M*/ co) < 20 (Kopal 1959). Here, M*  and Mco are 
the masses of the primary massive star and the compact object, 
respectively.
Typical mass loss rates and terminal wind velocities 
for early-type stars are of the order of 10“5 M0yr_1 and 
2500 kms"1, respectively (Larners & Cassinelli 1999). The 
matter field will be determined by the continuity equation:
Al, = 47rr2Jo(r)u(r), (3)
As shown by Bednarek & Protheroe (1997) for the case of 
AGN’s jets, a strong stellar wind can stop the jet flow be­
fore it can reach the stellar surface. The interaction region will 
be formed by a contact discontinuity and two quasi-parallel 
shocks, one propagating backwards through the jet and the 
other moving toward the star through the wind.
The position rs where the shock front will form can be ob­
tained by equating the expression for the jet pressure to the 
expressions given in Eqs. (5) or (6). The location of the double­
shock structure will be determined by the specific parameters 
assumed for the jet and the stellar wind. As an example, we 
will work out the details of a family of models sharing the 
parameters listed in Table 1. For these values, it happens that 
Rl ~ 1.53 R*  and there is no Roche lobe overflow.
With this set of basic parameters, the ram pressure of the 
jet can not be balanced by the wind when > 0.006. Above 
this value, however, the magnetic pressure can still balance and 
stop the jet. For = 10“2, a magnetic field of B*  > 200 G is 
necessary to form a terminal shock front for the jet in the wind 
region. Early-type stars can support surface magnetic fields of 
even ~103 G as reported by Donati et al. (2002). In order to 
study systems where the jet is balanced by the wind, we will 
assume different values for the stellar magnetic field and the 
jet power. After discussing these systems we will turn to MQs 
with very strong jets in Sect. 6.
where p is the density of the wind and v(r) = 1^(1 - R*/rf  is 
its velocity; is the terminal wind velocity, and the parame­
ter ft is ~1 for very massive stars (Larners & Cassinelli 1999). 
Hence, assuming a gas dominated by protons, the particle den­
sity results:
3. Particle re-acceleration and diffusion
The shocks generated by the interaction between the relativistic 
plasma in the jet and the stellar wind can accelerate particles 
by Fermi mechanism. For acceleration at a parallel shock we 
can write the acceleration rate as (e.g. Biermann & Strittmatter 
1987; Protheroe 1998):
dB
dr acc
n(r) = 4nniPr2vir)
with £ 0.015(w/c)2, (8)
where u is the shock velocity and all values are in cgs units.(4)
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Table 1. Basic parameters assumed for the model.
Parameter Symbol Value
Mass of the compact object MC0 10 M0
Mass of the donor star M* 46.2 Mo
Jet’s injection point do 50 «g
Opening angle of the jet e 5°
Bulk Lorentz factor Tbulk 10
Radius of the companion star R* 15
Stellar effective temperature Teff 40 000 K
Mass loss rate M* IO1 Mo yr1
Terminal wind velocity 2500 km s1
Compact object accretion rate Mdisk 10-8 Mo yr1
Wind velocity index ß 1
Efficiency of the shock X 0.1
Orbital radius a 3 R*
'Rg = GMeo/c2.
The highest energy gained by the particles in the process is 
imposed by the different energy losses (synchrotron emission, 
pp interactions and photopion production) or by the available 
space in the acceleration region. For the parameters considered 
in this paper the dominant energy loss is due to pp interactions 
with the stellar wind matter that pervades the acceleration re­
gion. For a relativistic proton (E > 1.22 GeV) this energy loss 
can be estimated as in Mannheim & Schlickeiser (1994):
dE
dr
pp
~ 0.65cw(rs)crpp (e - mpc2), (9)
where n(rs) is the particle density of the wind close to the shock 
front, and crpp is the inelastic cross section for pp interaction at 
the energy E. The maximum energy for the protons then results 
from
max
P min 1.9 X 1015
m\2 Bj(tZo)
c) G eV,
3x 1014 Bj(do)
G
eV (10)
We shall adopt u/c = 0.1 for the sub-relativistic shock and 
u/c = 0.5 for a relativistic case. For the former E“ax is deter­
mined by the losses, whereas in the second case it is fixed by 
the size constrain, i.e. the maximum gyroradius for a proton is 
~(a -R+).
The resulting proton spectrum from the diffusive acceler­
ation will be a power-law extending from a minimum energy 
(E™n ~ 10 GeV1) up to E”ax:
VP(E) = ErE"r, 10mpc2 < E < E”ax. (11)
The index T is ~ 2 for a strong non-relativistic shock and ~1.5 
for a relativistic shock (e.g. Protheroe 1998).
Some fraction x of the energy transported by the jet will 
be transferred to the particles accelerated at the shock front.
1 From Table 1 the Lorentz factor of the jet is ~10 and then those 
protons at the lower energy tail of the co-moving particle energy dis­
tribution (for which the microscopic Lorentz factor is ~1) are injected 
at the shock with energies ~10 GeV.
We will assume here an efficiency ofx = 0.1 (Blandford & 
Ostriker 1978). Then, the constant Er in (11) can be obtained 
from
r^max
XL} = (a - R*) 2c I " Vp(E)EdE. (12)
JlOmpC2
The resulting population of relativistic protons will diffuse 
through the stellar wind, but not all of them will penetrate up 
to the densest parts where the probability of pp interactions is 
higher because of the modulation effect of the wind (Romero 
& Torres 2003; Torres et al. 2004). Whether the particles can 
reach the base of the wind or not is given by the ratio (e) of 
the diffusion and convection timescales, which are given by 
id = 3r2/£> and ic = 3r/v(r), respectively. Here D is the dif­
fusion coefficient defined as (Ginzburg & Syrovatskii 1964):
(13) 
where A, is the mean-free-path for diffusion in the radial direc­
tion. Only particles for which e < 1 will be able to overcome 
convection and enter the dense wind region to produce y-rays 
through pp interactions.
The value of the diffusion coefficient is of course not well- 
known, especially for such a complex and turbulent medium 
as the wind of a massive star. Following White (1985) we 
will make use of the approximation given by Volk & Forman 
(1982), assuming that the mean-free-path for scattering parallel 
to the magnetic field direction is T|| ~ 10rg = lOE/eB, where rs 
is the proton gyro-radius and E the proton energy. The value of 
A in the perpendicular direction is shorter: A± ~ re. The mean- 
free-path in the radial direction is then (see Torres et al. 2004): 
Ar = rg (10 cos2 6 + sin2 6»), (14)
where
cos-2 R = 1 +(B^/Br)2. (15)
Through e = 1 we find now the minimum energy E™n(r) below 
which the particles are taken away by convection in the wind 
(see the explicit expression for e in the paper by Torres et al. 
2004). In what follows, we will take E™n(rs) as the minimum 
energy of a proton accelerated at the shock front to collide with 
a proton of the inner wind.
4. Gamma-ray production
We can now proceed to calculate the tt° gamma-ray luminos­
ity from the inner wind. The differential y-ray emissivity from 
7r°-decays can be approximated by
2Z(r)
qy{Ey) = 4?r£rpp(Ep)^- J^EJt^E? - Epmm), (16) 
at the energies of interest here. Z^r° is the so-called spectrum 
weighted moment, defined as:
f (17)
"J 0
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Table 2. Some results about the high-energy photon emission in misaligned MQs. The A, B, C letters naming the model indicate a high, middle 
or low jet-disk coupling, respectively.
Model B*
[G]
Bj(do)
[G]
rs
[Bo]
^/min
[TeV]
ETIiaX
p, sub 
[TeV]
Trmax 
■p,rel 
[TeV]
Lr,(r=2)
[ergs“1]
7>7,(r=i.5)
[ergs“1]
Al I02 500 10 21.7 92.2 190 3000 2.2 x 1032 4.1 x 1032
A2 I02 500 100 21.7 92.2 1900 30 000 7.5 x 1032 3.9 x 1032
Bl 10 s 1 10 34.2 0.2 190 3000 1.9 x 1032 5.4 x 1031
B2 10~3 1 100 34.2 0.2 1900 30 000 2.1 x 1032 4.3 x 1031
B3 10~3 100 10 34.2 21.3 190 3000 6.4 x 1031 4.7 x 1031
B4 10 s 100 100 34.2 21.3 1900 30 000 1.1 x 1032 4.1 x 1031
Cl 10 4 1 10 41.1 0.2 190 3000 1.9 x 1031 5.4 x IO30
C2 10 4 1 100 41.1 0.2 1900 30 000 2.1 x 1031 4.3 x IO30
C3 10 4 100 10 41.1 20.8 190 3000 6.5 x IO30 4.7 x IO30
C4 10 4 100 100 41.1 20.8 1900 30 000 1.1 x 1031 4.1 x IO30
where x = E^/E^ and EpXX) is the dimensionless inclu­
sive cross section (Gaisser 1990, p. 31). The parameter re­
flects the contribution from different nuclei in the wind (for 
the standard composition of an early-type star we will assume 
?7a ~ 1.5). Eyi = (c/47t)Np(E7) is the proton flux distribu­
tion evaluated at E = Ey (units of protons per unit time, solid 
angle, energy-band, and area).
The inelastic cross section for pp interactions at energy 
Ep ~ (y^Ey/K, where K ~ 0.5 is the inelasticity coefficient 
and = l.l(£p/GeV)1/4 is the multiplicity for the neutral 
pions (e.g. Ginzburg & Syrovatskii 1964), can be represented 
above Ep ~ 10 GeV by the expression given in Aharonian 
& Atoyan (1996). Typically, at 1 TeV, crpp ~ 34 mb. Finally, 
0(EP - E™n) is a Heaviside function that takes into account the 
fact that only protons with energies higher than E™n(rs) will 
diffuse into the densest part of the wind. The spectral y-ray in­
tensity (photons per unit time and energy-band) is:
Iy(Ey) = J n(r)qy(Ey)dV, (18)
where V is the interaction volume. The generated luminosity in 
a given band (E2, Ei) then is
Ly= EyIy(Ey)AEy (19)
(see, e.g., Romero et al. 2003, for details).
In order to estimate the y-ray luminosity that could be pro­
duced in the jet-wind interaction of a misaligned MQ with 
a high-mass companion, we have fixed the parameters that 
describe the geometry of this scenario for a standard case 
(Table 1). Note that the radius of the star holds a ~26°5 an­
gle as seen from the compact object, so the star fills ~ 10.5% of 
the compact object’s sky. We have calculated the luminosity in 
high-energy photons for different jet-disk coupling values (<?j), 
and for different values of B*  and Bj(do). The most effective 
particle acceleration occurs at the relativistic plasma. We have 
considered a sub-relativistic strong shock that leads to a spec­
trum with T ~ 2 and a mildly relativistic shock with u = 0.5c 
(T ~ 1.5). Table 2 characterizes (in the first three columns) a 
number of specific models, ordered by decreasing jet power, 
and then gives the location of the shock front, the maximum 
and minimum energy for protons penetrating into the base of 
the wind, and the integrated gamma-ray luminosities generated 
for the sub-relativistic and the relativistic cases of particle 
acceleration.
The spectral high-energy distributions for some of the com­
puted models are shown in Fig. 1. The plots correspond to 
Ly(Ey) = Eyly(Ey), with an exponential-type cutoff at Ey ~ 
(E™x/GeV)3/4/20. The obtained isotropic luminosities above 
1 TeV are in the range 103°-1032ergs_1.
High-energy gamma rays can be absorbed in the stel­
lar photon field through pair production, and then inverse 
Compton emission from these pairs can initiate an e±-pair cas­
cade. This effect has been studied in detail by Bednarek (1997, 
2000) and more recently by Sierpowska & Bednarek (2005). 
Figure 2 shows the ry opacity of the stellar photosphere to 
gamma-ray propagation as a function of the gamma-photon en­
ergy and the distance r from the star where it is created. This 
opacity, for a photon moving radially from the massive star, can 
be roughly computed, averaging over the injection angles, as:
Ty(Ey,r) = J J N(E; r')ae-e+(Ei,,Ey)dEi,dr', (20) 
where E*  is the energy of the photons emitted by the star, Ey is 
the energy of the y-ray, and cre-e+(E*,  Er) is the cross section 
for photon-photon pair production (e.g. Lang 1980). The stellar 
photon distribution is that of a blackbody peaking at the star’s 
effective temperature (Eeff):
N(E*,  r) = (7rB(E*)//!Ec)R 2/^, (21)
where h is the Planck constant and
B(E*)  = [2E* 3/(/zc)2] I (eE*/kT<s - 1). (22)
The inverse Compton opacity riC(Ee, r) determines the ad­
vance of the cascades after the pair creation. We have esti­
mated that gamma-rays with energies below ~1012 eV will be 
mostly absorbed, triggering 1C cascades. More energetic pho­
tons (>10 TeV) will escape. The result will be a soft spectrum 
at GeV energies (Bednarek & Protheroe 1997) and a peak at 
high energies (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Spectral high-energy distribution at TeV energies from the jet-wind interaction in a misaligned MQ. The left panel corresponds to T = 2. 
and the right to T = 1.5 ( see text). The dashed lines correspond to the production spectra whereas the solid lines represent the absorbed spectra.
Fig-2. Stellar photosphere’s opacity due to photo-pair creation, as function of the y-ray energy and the distance from the star; for a photon 
moving radially from the massive star; Upper-right: optical depth for fixed values of energy. Lower panel: optical depth for fixed distances.
5. Neutrino production and possible detection
The v/( + v/( neutrino intensity /,(£,) may be derived from 
the spectral y-ray intensity by imposing energy conservation 
(Alvarez-Muniz & Halzen 2002; Torres et al. 2004):
J" EyIy(Ey)AEy = C Ey Iy( Ey)ÜEy , (23)
where the limits of the integrals are ( the minimum
(maximum) energy of the photons (neutrinos) and C is a nu­
merical constant of order one (i.e. the total neutrino luminosity 
produced by the decay of charged pions is a comparable quan­
tity with that of the photons Ly). The neutrino intensity will be 
given by
Zv(Ev) = Cv(Ev/erg)-re-£’'/£i;" (24)
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Table 3. Some results about the neutrino emission in misaligned MQs. 
Case D\ corresponds to the direct impact of a jet with = 0.1 onto 
the stellar surface.
Model Cy,(r=2)
erg s
Cy,(r=1.5)
erg 1 s
Al 4.0 x 1032 1.7 x 1032
A2 3.3 x 1032 5.4 x 1031
Bl 3.7 x 1031 1.6 x 1031
B2 3.1 x 1031 5.4 x IO30
B3 3.9 x 1031 1.7 x 1031
B4 3.3 x 1031 5.4 x IO30
Cl 3.7 x IO30 1.6 x IO30
C2 3.1 x IO30 5.4 x 1029
C3 3.9 x IO30 1.7 x IO30
C4 3.3 x IO30 5.5 x 1029
DI 3.7 x 1032 3.1 x 1034
2 Lj = ® 5.7 x 1038 erg sW
3 Notice that these are the original particle distributions in the jet
and not the result of re-acceleration at the colliding shock region as
before. Here the jet impacts directly in a high-density region.
where the constant Cv is in erg-1 s_1. The values of Cv,(r=i,5) 
and Cv,(r=2) for the different models are listed in Table 3.
The neutrinos are produced in the inner wind around the 
star. A fraction of them, which will depend on the specific ge­
ometry of the system, will be intercepted by the star. The star, 
in turn, can absorb some of these neutrinos. We have estimated 
the neutrino energy deposition rate q, (see Gaiser et al. 1986) 
inside the star. The results confirm that no effects of neutrino 
heating will be observable during the stellar lifetime. This fact 
is expected since only a small fraction of the power of the jet is 
directed toward the star by neutrinos (tjv ~ 1027-IO30 ergs-1) 
and this represents a very small fraction (10-11-10“8) of the 
luminosity of the star.
Although the neutrino emission has no effect upon the 
companion star, perhaps it could be detectable at the Earth. 
If the distance to the system is <Vmq, the neutrino flux arriv­
ing to a km-scale detector like ICECUBE will be FV(EV) = 
Iv(Ev)/(4n ^q). To make some quantitative estimate we adopt 
in what follows <Vmq ~ 5 kpc.
The neutrino signal can be estimated as (Anchordoqui et al. 
2003)
S = Eobs J dEvAeffFv(Ev)Pv^(Ev), (25)
where PV^(EV) x 1.3 x 10“6 (Ey/TeV)0 8 denotes the probabil­
ity that a v of energy Ev ~ 1 —103 TeV, on a trajectory through 
the detector, produces a muon (Gaisser et al. 1995). Eobs is the 
observing time and Aeff the effective area of the detector. On 
the other hand, the noise will be given by 
(26)
where Ail is the solid angle of the search bin (Ail, Z| ~ 3 x 
10“4 sr for an instrument like ICECUBE, Karie 2002) and
EB(EV) < 0.2 (Ey/GeV)“3'21 GeV-1 cm-2 s_1 sr-1 (27) 
is the xq + atmospheric v-flux (Volkova 1980; Lipari 1993). 
Using as the integration limits the minimum and maximum en­
ergies detectable by the instrument (i.e. 1-105 TeV) we ob­
tain Eobs for a signal-to-noise ratio S/N = 3. The results are in 
all the cases (models Al to C4) greater than several thousands 
years, rendering the detection impractical with the current sen­
sitivity. Once again, these are lower limits, since the duty cycle 
is not 1. Only in the case of very powerful jets with > 0.1 a 
detection might be possible on human-life timescales. We will 
discuss this case in the next section.
6. Powerful jets and direct interaction 
with the star
We consider now a heavy jet directly impacting the star (qj = 
0.12). The proton spectrum of the relativistic jet flow is as­
sumed to be a power law N^E'p) = Kr Ez“r, valid for Ezmm < 
E' < Ezmax, in the co-moving jet frame. The corresponding 
particle flux will be Jp(Ep) = (c/4n)Np(Ep). Since the jet ex­
pands (in a conical way), the proton flux can be written as:
OS)
where n is positive and we assume n = 2 (which corresponds to 
the conservation of the number of particles, see Ghisellini et al. 
1985), and a prime refers to the jet frame. Using relativistic 
invariants, it can be proved that the proton flux reaching the 
surface of the star, in the lab frame, becomes (e.g. Romero et al. 
2003)
/ dp V 
\a -R*/
Au Ik (^P + fNpC4}
(29)
where yhllik is the jet Lorentz factor, /?b is the corresponding 
velocity in units of c, and we have considered protons with 
small transverse momentum (hence the lack of dependency in 
the particle angle when compared with the corresponding ex­
pression in Romero et al. 2003).
The number density no' of particles flowing in the jet at 
Ro = R(do) can be determined as in Romero et al. (2003) 
and the normalization constant K- can be derived provided that 
Ez”ax » E'"1"1. Since E'"1"1 ~ 1 GeV, this is always the case, 
and
Ko = moz(T-l)(Ez”in)r“1. (30)
In the numerical calculations we have considered Ez“ax = 
100 TeV, ybuik =10, and two cases for the proton energy distri­
bution in the jet3: T = 2 and T = 1.5.
The gamma-rays generated by the jet-star interaction will 
be absorbed by the electromagnetic cascades in the star. The 
main signature of such cascades could be a rather broad e+ - e_ 
annihilation line. The neutrino flux from charged pion decays
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will be significantly larger than in the case of the jet-wind in­
teractions. For the density profile of the star we have used 
p(r) =Pc [1 - (r/R*) 2], (31)
with pc 0.05 g/cm3, in accordance with the adopted stellar 
mass.
In the lab frame, the neutrino energies reach ~1 TeV, then 
only the hard energy tail of the neutrino spectrum lies in the 
range of observation of ICECUBE. The neutrino energy depo­
sition rate for T = 1.5 results t]v - 2.4 x 1033 ergs-1. The 
neutrino signal on the Earth produces a number of muons per 
year of = 3.25. This means a detectable signal at 3<r-level 
for an observing time Tobs ~ 15 years, in the case of a source 
at 2 kpc and a close alignment of the jet with the line of sight 
and a duty cycle of 20%.
7. Comments
The type of misaligned MQ discussed in Sect. 4 is a variable 
gamma-ray source. For the masses and orbital radius given in 
Table 1, the orbital period is ~2.5 days. Since the star occu­
pies ~10% of the sky of the compact object and there are two 
jets in the orbital plane, the expected duty cycle is ~20%. The 
gamma-ray emission is ignited twice per orbit, every ~30 h. 
The source remains active for around ~6 h each time, since 
the diffusion timescale for the accelerated particles is much 
shorter than this value: id(E“ax) 29 s and id(E™n) 203 s for 
the models considered here. All these numbers will change, of 
course, from one case to another depending on the specific con­
figuration, but in all cases the result will be a variable source 
unless the diffusion timescale is much longer than the interval 
between the different jet-wind collisions.
Because of the isotropization of the particle flux at the 
shock front located at rs the gamma-ray emission will not be 
as much dependent on the viewing angle as in the case of pure 
relativistic jet models (e.g. Romero et al. 2003). Occultation 
events will occur only if the observer lies close to the orbital 
plane. Such events would be rare since they require an align­
ment among compact object, star and observer. The flux, ad­
ditionally, would not be completely suppressed since the rela­
tivistic particles diffuse around the entire inner wind.
Since misaligned MQs can be TeV and (through elec­
tromagnetic cascades in the stellar photosphere) MeV-GeV 
sources, we could ask whether some of the unidentified 
gamma-ray sources detected by EGRET instrument might be 
associated with them. There are ~20 unidentified variable 
sources at low galactic latitudes in the Third EGRET Catalog 
(Hartman et al. 1999; Torres et al. 2001; Nolan et al. 2003). 
Bosch-Ramon et al. (2004) have shown that they form a distinct 
population with a distribution consistent with what is expected 
for high-mass MQs. The total number of high-mass X-ray bi­
naries brighter than 1034 ergs-1 at X-rays in the Galaxy is 
estimated in ~380 (Grimm et al. 2002). Only a small frac­
tion of them will have the type of persistent jets necessary 
to produce detectable gamma-ray sources. Around 20 sources 
seems to be a reasonable estimate (Bosch-Ramon et al. 2004). 
If the original orientation angles of the jets are randomly dis­
tributed we could expect that in 10-20% of these systems the 
jet could be periodically directed towards the companion star 
(Butt et al. 2003). This means that 2^1 of the variable EGRET 
sources at low galactic latitudes might be associated with mis­
aligned MQs. Hints of periodic variability could help to iden­
tify these sources. Their main footprints, however, would be 
a stronger TeV emission than what is expected in normal 
MQs. Hence, future observations with Cherenkov telescopes 
like HESS, MAGIC or Veritas might lead to the identification 
of these sources.
8. Conclusions
The jets of MQs can form a small angle respect to the orbital 
plane. In some high-mass X-ray binary systems the jet could be 
directed straight to the companion star. We have shown that in 
such a situation the wind of the star can balance the jet pressure 
in many cases. A jet-wind collision region is formed between 
the star and the compact object, with a contact discontinuity 
separating both shocked media. Relativistic particles injected 
by the jet in the strong shock can be re-accelerated up to very 
high energies and isotropized in this region. These particles 
diffuse into the inner wind as far as diffusion dominates over 
convection. Gamma-rays and neutrinos can be then produced 
in the densest part of the wind. We have presented calcula­
tions of the gamma-ray luminosity, which might be detectable 
through high-energy telescopes. The neutrino flux is usually 
below the sensitivity of km-scale detectors like ICECUBE un­
less extremely powerful jets are assumed. Such jets could reach 
the star, triggering cascades and producing nucleosynthesis 
there, as discussed by Butt et al. (2003). We have also shown 
that photon-photon absorption of gamma-rays with energies 
below 10 TeV can initiate electromagnetic cascades in the stel­
lar photosphere, leading to MeV-GeV sources that might con­
tribute to the population of variable gamma-ray sources de­
tected by EGRET at low galactic latitudes. Future instruments 
like GLAST will help to unveil the nature of these sources.
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